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Executive Summary:
Neighborhood Empowerment and Resource Centre Incorporated (NEARC Inc.) is a new yet
emerging community-based not-for-profit organization. It mainly promotes youth employment
through ‘Employment Enhancement Program (EEP) for newcomer youths. Through the EEP,
NEARC Inc. especially focuses on immigrants and refugee youths. Amongst these, our priority is
to help find meaningful jobs for these youth (18 years to 29 years) and mentor high school students
by mentoring them one-on-one and guide them towards for desired academic career. Thus, the
main mandate of NEARC Inc. is to empower newcomer youth by helping them find a job and
mentor high school students.
Under the EEP initiative, we link youth participants with employers in their fields of interest or
expertise for work experience. With the NEARC’s leadership, participants partake in the initiative,
and four professional development training to gain the necessary skills, attitudes, and confidence
to bring their best to their workplace and to be successful in their careers of choice. Through this
pilot initiative, Pilot Project 16, NEARC partnered with diverse employers, different referral
partners, community members, and most importantly with key support from the Government’s
MB4Youth initiative help employ these youth in the private sector, public sector, and in community
organizations, making sure ultimately land on a secure and meaningful job. This is indeed an
excellent return on investment.

Participants are taking the Food Handler’s Certification Course provided by Food Matters Manitoba
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Funding support from the Manitoba Education and Training under its First Job Project and
additional funding support from the Community Initiative Program of the Neighborhood Alive!,
NEARC Inc. did a project titled, “Pilot Project 16” from October 2016 through March 2017. Pilot
Project 16 is an initiative to provide employment opportunity through four weeks of intensive preemployment, skills development for employability skills and life skills training. This initiative was
jointly funded by MB4Youth under the First Job Fund (FJF) and by the Ministry of Indigenous
Affairs and Municipal Relations through their Community Initiative Program under the
Neighborhood Alive! Initiative. It is an emerging concept to promote newcomer youth at risk in the
job market by creating employment opportunities while working closely with various businesses,
organizations and agencies. On the other hand, through two weeks of pre-employment
opportunities though Boys and Girls Clubs of Winnipeg and two weeks of skills development and
employability trainings they are prepared for eight weeks of work-placement opportunities in
various businesses.
Our target youths were ideally between the age of 18 years and 29 years. Through this initiative,
NEARC Inc. advertised, recruited, selected and trained participants who were newcomer youth,
visible minorities, and do not have any Canadian workplace experience and have very limited
supports and skills and have limited academic qualifications or school drop-outs.
The main objective of this Pilot Project 16 was to pilot newcomer youth employment services for
youth ages 18 to 29 years with special preferences to the residents of Central and Daniel
McIntyre/St. Matthews neighborhoods including West Centre Constituency.

Long before developing the proposal NEARC Inc. did intensive research and rigorous consultation
with other organizations. For the successful implementation of the Pilot Project 16!, NEARC Inc.
had formed a Three- Member Project Advisory Committee, which was comprised of NEARC Inc.
Board President, Netra Kaphle, Boys and Girls Clubs of Winnipeg (BGCW) Employment Director,
Mr. Randy Wagner, and Mr. Chuck Cadick, President of the Cadick Enterprises. Representative
from Opportunity for Employment (OFE), Brad Unger could not make but he was able to assist as
a Virtual Team Member. The Committee together with the Project Focal Point, Bijaya Pokharel
have discussed some of the best practices in this sector and have decided to carry out following
activities and make it a success story.
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Through extensive consultation and transparent recruitment process, NEARC Inc. selected 16
youth who were paid for the 12 weeks for 30 hours/week. We could motivate four job ready
participants who were able to do the training as a volunteer.
And we are very happy to share that three out of those four volunteer participants got jobs. NEARC
certainly helped and guided these volunteers but soul credit goes to their motivation and
dedication. The other 16 participants were selected from the pool of 60 participants.

Participants of Batch II are posing for photo after the WHMIS Training with the Trainer
To make the project effective and successful on the recommendation of the NEARC Board, the
Project Monitoring Team selected the Executive Director of NEARC Inc. as a Project Coordinator
cum Project Focal Point. This was known as Project Execution Team (PET).
“Empowering newcomer youth is at the heart of the Neighborhood Empowerment & Resource Centre
(NEARC) philosophy! The Elmwood community resource Centre partnered with NEARC to deliver a
half day workshop on employability skills for their group of youths. During our workshop the youth were
very engaged and motivated to obtain and secure a long-term employment to succeed in Canada.
On March 2017, during one of our Service provider training, I met one of the NEARC youth and she
proudly shared that she has obtained employment within her field of interest and she was very happy
and grateful for the experience she gained from the Neighborhood Empowerment & Resource Centre
(NEARC).”

Nina Condo
Executive Director
Elmwood Community Resource Centre (ECRC)
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The Project Execution Team (PET) carried out following activities:
After rigorous consultation with various other organizations including Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) designed & developed employment project tools such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participant Recruitment Strategy
Participant selection criteria
Job matching criteria
Training needs assessment, employment coaching
Coordination with the Boys and Girls Club’s Employment Unit to discuss and share
training contents and needs.
Worked with the BGCW for the Venue arrange for the training
Liaised with various presenters for the two weeks
In the meantime, the PET coordinated with various training providers to provide training on
employability skills.

Boy’s & Girls Club’s Employment Facilitator Laura-Lynne during the session with Batch-I
“I am extremely happy with my experience and I feel like my home while I . I would highly recommend
this training program to people who is looking for a job. .Bijaya, you really helped me focus on my
strengths when I was struggling to reinvent my career. You helped me stay focused on the positive things
and motivated a lot to improve my career search. NEARC’s guidance helped me in my job search,
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resume creation, and interview processes. I am always grateful to all the members of NEARC and I will do
whatever I can do to support NEARC."

Amal Mathew / Participant

Key Project Activities
•

•
•
•
•

Selection of 16 newcomer youth at risk who have limited or no Canadian work
experience
Two weeks’ intensive pre-employment training in partnership with Boys and Girls
Clubs
Critical job-skill training which includes interviews, and job search strategy
Career exploration and employment counselling and personal counselling
8-Week Work-Placement for participants
Resume writing and mock interviews.

•

Participants did orientation on the first day of the training and further completed two

•

-weeks Pre-Employment Training with BGCW
•

Once the two week of pre-employment training was completed, they were framed
to attend another two weeks of various presentations form the experts from
employment field. They also received trainings on employability enhancement
which mainly included Work Place Hazardous Material Information Systems
(WHMIS), First Aid & CPR, and Food Handles certifications. One of the participant
got training on Security.

•

Networked with local businesses to secure work placement locations and signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with all employers.

These tools were instrumental in networking with local stakeholders and organizations to
generate project referrals, get the eligible 16 youth participants.
•

With the consultation from the Project Advisory Committee, the Project Team did great
job by forming a very transparent and participatory “Recruitment & Selection Team.
Instead of applying to one individual or to Project Coordinator’s sole mail, we created a
general distribution list as, job@yournearc.org and the best part of this mail was all the
Recruitment & Selection Team Members would receive mail simultaneously from the
participant. And it was Project Coordinator’s responsibility to collect and bring all the
resumes and cover letters during the Selection Meeting. In this Team, we had one
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representatives\ from BGCW, OFE, Cadick Enterprises and two from NEARC Inc. We
have adopted this approach during the Summer Job Project last summer Federally
funded by Service Canada. We are promoting this as a best practice in recruitment
process.

Evaluation & Reporting:
The project evaluation was assessed the achievement of the project objectives based on:
• NEARC Inc. always believes in professional development and being current in the field.
Thus, it has registered it’s Project Coordinator to attend a six half -day Evaluation Training
series including “Logical Model Framework” with the United Way since January 2017 and
this will complete in June 2017 since this is a monthly workshop.
•

Similarly, we did three brief discussion from Project Officer from Neighborhood Alive! It was
very instrumental and motivational and we register for the United Way Evaluation Series.

•

The Project Team with some input from Board Members have developed evaluation tools
or frameworks. This included, pre-and post-assessment (mainly we used this for the first
four weeks of the training) to assess this level and one they have completed with us. As
part of this, Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was developed which is w simple, yet
clear. We developed two recruitment posters in very straight forward and we believe it was
inclusive and certainly it was widely distributed. The number of applications we received for
the both Batches speak for themselves that we did excellent job in the dissemination of
training poster or job poster. Our job poster was also published in the MANSO’s newsletter
and some other organizations had circulated online too.

•

Both the recruitment posters clearly stated that preferences will be given to residents of
West Central Riding, especially Daniel Macintyre and St. Matthews neighborhoods. We had
planned to prioritize to work in this area for long time and build good rapport with the Daniel
McIntyre/St. Matthews Community’s Executive Director, especially, Ms. Kemlin Nembhard.

•

Despite our great effort to accommodate them, we got very nominal applications and getting
the preference too, we were not able to accommodate any participants from the Daniel
Macintyre and St. Matthews neighborhoods. We had same experience with Syrian
Refugees and had rigorous consultation with the one of the lead organization in dealing with
the Syrian immigrants, Canadian Muslim Women’s Institute (CMWI). However, it could not
work because of very low level of English.
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"Helping other is a good habit but you are helping all community is just like a light to others. NEARC is
very helpful because when any new family come to Canada, they do not know anything about this
country but you guys are at least helping some of them to feel them comfortable and help newcomer
youth with finding employment to start a new life in this country. Thank you and keep doing it”
Mandeep Sharma / Employer

Success Skills Centre’s Board Chair, Mr. Roy Vallance doing the presentation on Canadian Work-Place and sharing
some of his personal and professional experience with newcomer youth participants.

"We were invited on two occasions to meet with groups of young newcomers who had been granted
internships with local businesses. The objective was to share with them the knowledge they would need to
help them fit into the Canadian workplace.
"At each meeting, we discussed with the participant’s Canadian workplace culture relative to what they
would have encountered in their home countries. We could do this by drawing on our work experience in
different countries, and interaction with many newcomers over the years. The subjects covered included
relationships with colleagues and supervisors, the need to learn company culture, the purpose of small talk
and how to participate, receiving instructions and reporting back, respectful treatment of others, and being
proactive.”
Success Skills Centre’s Board Chair, Mr. Roy Vallance

“NEARC helped us a lot and invested in us through trainings and enhancing our skills to land a job at the
end of the program was a dream came true. Now am working, can pay my bills am independent, and it
wouldn’t have been accomplished if I didn’t start with NEARC youth employment program.
To sum up I am thankful for having the opportunity to be part of the program would like to thank the
coordinator BJAYA who have been an instructor, leader and a friend to all of us hope the program will grow
and facilitate an employment for all the youth in need”
Rora Abraha / Participant
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•

In the first batch, we received 25 applications and shortlisted 12 participants and selected 8
participants not counting the two volunteer participants. And in the second batch we got 35
applications and shortlisted 12 and selected 8 participants and further selected other two
volunteer participants. Out of these 16 participants, seven of them live in the West Central area.

•

Out of 12 business locations, 4 of the businesses are in the West Central. We have a total of
15 confirmed placements and have already been working. Out of these 15 participants, three
are volunteer participants, who only completed the training portion. Unfortunately, one
participant was terminated.

When it came to number of organizational partners and referral sources for the project, it was
very positive. We got the referrals from:
▪

Immigrant and Refugee Communities of Manitoba (IRCOM)

▪

Canadian Muslim Women’s Institute (CMWI)

▪

Welcome Place

▪

Immigrant Centre (they sent more than 10 referrals)

▪

Elmwood Community Resource Centre (ECRC)

▪

Manitoba Start
▪

▪

▪

Completion rate of pre-employment training and work placements
100 % trainees completed the pre-employment and employability skills
enhancement training. However, 6 of the participants completed full eight weeks of
work-placements. Rest were employed before the placement was completed.
All the participants completed the regular two weeks of pre-employment training.
We have tabulated all the contents of pre-employment training facilitated by the
Boys and Girls Clubs’ Employment Unit.
In the Employability skills enhancement trainings, all participants got following
trainings:
➢ Food Handler’s Certification
➢ WHMIS Certification
➢ CPR & First Aid (16 hours of Standard Training)
➢ Some of them did training to be Security Personnel
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▪

Evaluation feedback from participants, project advisers, businesses and community
organizations including how the information will be used.

Conclusion:
NEARC Inc. is very grateful to our both the funders for believing in our strength and investing in
our “Pilot Project 16! We are very proud to share that despite being the first and very challenging
project to employ newcomer youth who did compete with the other many of whom already worked
and know about Canadian Work Place Culture. NEARC Inc. played great role in connecting these
newcomer youths.
Out of 16 paid participants, 12 of them are employed and out of four volunteer participants 3 of
them are hired. If we analyze this, the clear message, NEARC Inc. is getting even if we can provide
4 or more weeks of training to motivated participants and equip them with training and constantly
guide and monitor them, we can certainly help them get the job. So, this is a very positive message
we receive from this project. NEARC Inc.’s finding is that if we can provide 4-6 weeks of paid
training with devoted participants, we can easily connect them with employment. Thus, if we do
the same project, we can do it in one third of the funds.

ONE OF THE SECOND BATCH TRAINEE, MS. RORA ABRAHA PRESENTS TO THE GROUP AS ASSIGNED BY THE
FACILITATOR

OUTCOMES AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
NEARC Inc. is very proud to share that out of 16 participants 12 participants were employed and
as proposed NEARC tried its best to leverage 4 more participants on a volunteer basis. They were
not receiving any financial incentives. However, they were allowed to attend four weeks of training
and NEARC Inc. was willing to find employment based on their motivation and passion. We had
recruited two volunteer participants in each batch, thus we recruited total of four volunteer trainees.
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We are so proud of them, out of four, three of them were able to secure job. Their motivation,
passion to find a job and their attendance was exceptional.
Boys and Girls Club of Winnipeg (BGCW), through their PEP Unit led by Unit Director did
phenomonal job to mentor these participants as needed. Our success pretty much relies on the
support from the BGCW. For both the batches we used their training from free and PEP team
member always there to help them as many ways they can.
In the meantime, without the professional support and guidance our Project Officers, Neneth Banas
from Neighborhood Alive! & Sandra Lytwyn from MB4YOUTH were instrumental in bringing this
project to this level. They were always there to support or guide us as needed be it office hours or
off hours. We learned that if Project Officers are supportive, half of the project is already successful.
Our sincere thank go to both.
We would also like to thank Manitoba Start, Success Skills Centre, Elmwood Community Resource
Centre and Immigrant Centre for helping our program through various employment related
presentations despite the short notice.
NEARC Inc. believes that it is a great success story. And we strongly recommend that this type of
employment related trainings can be done in as short as six weeks and we can have the same
impact. We would be happy to meet with Manitoba Education and Training Officers and further
share about the model we are proposing.

Diversed group of youth discussing their view points during the trainting phase.
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For more Information, please contact:

Neighborhood Empowerment & Resource Centre Incorporated

(NEARC Inc.)
300-61 Juno Street
Winnipeg, MB R3A 1T1

Tel: (204) 417-7699
Email: nearc@yournearc.org
Website: http://yournearc.org
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